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About This Content

When Rocco was forced to leave the Intergalactic Police Department, he disappeared without a trace.

With Rocco out of the picture, his former enemies were emboldened and tightened their grip on the citizens living the densely
populated residential areas of Ribbit IV. They soon learned to fear the shadows that once provided them with safety when rumor

spread of a new, hooded figure dispensing justice to the injust.

Where they were once hunted by Rocco the Lawman by day, they were now hunted by Shinobi Rocco by night. They say Evil
never sleeps, but they never told you that's because the Righteous made Evil afraid of the dark.

This DLC contains a custom skin for Rocco in Awesomenauts. You need to have Rocco available as a playable character in
order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Shinobi Rocco Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This skin is perfect for those who do not enjoy rocco's orginal work. He looks more like a cop that he should be as stated in his
description instead of a pure hawk. This skin changes it all making him look like he would want vengeance on the cartel gang
bosses, etc. Overall 10\/10 is my vote.. Very cool skin for rocco, completley changes the way he looks and gives him a purple
shuriken effect when vengance is active. I wish they made custom voice lines for this skin thogh.
"I CHOPU YOU UP RIKE RAMEN NOODLE". "its ok" 2\/1 -Loser Games. I personally didn't enjoy Rocco's core design, if
you like him, that's fine, but for me, I think he just looks strange.

Well anyhow this skin fixes all of issues with Rocco, he looks badass and the effects he gets are really cool like the Shurkins
when he uses Vengence, plus I love the new bow sound effects.

Overall, easily one of the best skins from 2015.
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